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Entered at the Post Office, Terre Haute, Ind., as second-class mail
matter.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

hereafter we shall follow the general rule regarding subscriptions,
and shall continue sending TIIE TECHNIC to subscribers until notified to discontinue.
E would like to say just a word or two to
those students who are in the habit of
taking the exchanges of THE TECHNIC from the
mail rack to read during, or, as would perhaps
sound better at least, between recitations. We
have no objection whatever to the papers being
used in this way, provided they are carefully handled and promptly returned to the rack. In fact,
we would be very glad to have them placed in a
more convenient place for the reference and perusal of all the students, but the large number renders this impracticable. However, we are sorry
to have to say that some students who have thus
taken copies of certain papers have mutilated
them very sadly, and in a few cases have failed
entirely to return them. This has occurred probably through thoughtlessness, but as the papers
are of some value to THE TECHNIC, being kept on
file for reference, we have felt impelled to say this
much by way of reminder, trusting that it may
be sufficient.

No. 7

F there is any one among the athletes of the
I Institute who is not awake to the full value of
the many advantages now offered by the Institute
and the Athletic Association for training in all
branches of athletics, he ought to be thoroughly
shaken up and then placed on the campus and
told to look around. Perhaps the first object to
catch his eye would be the new gymnasium building rising in its completeness, a splendid testimonial to the progressive spirit of the management
of the Institute and of the high esteem in which
physical training is held by the students and
alumni. Almost certainly the finest college gymnasium building in the state of Indiana, its value
will be more and more evident as the years go by.
Not alone on the field of contest may its beneficial results be looked for in time to come, but
with the judicious supervision and direction
which should be and undoubtedly will be given
to the work, the whole student body will profit by
it. It must be regarded as a most valuable acquisition to the equipment of the Institute.
Then stretching out its length around the whole
western half of the campus is the bicycle and
running track so carefully designed and constructed last year. With its new surface of clay
it is a positive temptation to the rider of the most
confirmed "ice wagon" to try a little speed on it.
To the walkers and sprinters it affords an accurately measured course of very excellent surface,
without which it is hard to see how much effective
training could be accomplished. Contrary to the
expressed fears of some persons prior to its construction it is generally admitted that the smooth
stretches and regular curves with their neatly
sodded banks are an ornament to the campus.
Rendered conspicuous by the attendant grand
stand and back stop is the sodless square in the
midst of the velvety green ,where the devotees
of the "horse hide" and "wagon tongue" hold
forth. It is well known that visiting teams have
had much to say in praise of our base ball field,
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and we may surely be justified in feeling a little
proud of it.
The tennis courts, which are among the oldest
of all the athletic features of the campus, promise
to be the scene of their usual activity and popularity. There is very little fault to be found with
them except in the matter of a slight superabundance of water early in the season. Generally
they are almost ideal in their qualities. It may
not be generally known in this connection that a
plan has been quite seriously considered for
making a tennis field of the piece of ground lying
south of Locust street across from the Institute
and belonging to it. A high wire back-stop would
be put entirely around it, and four fine courts
constructed. It is not certain as to just how soon
this plan will be carried out, but it is probable
that it may be done next year.
As minor features might be mentioned the
special places provided for pole vaulting, high and
broad jumping, the shot put and hammer throw,
a special advantage connected with the latter being
the incentive to "throw it a hundred feet and
smash the fence."
The arranging of all these features in the limited space available has necessitated considerable
careful planning,and it has not been accomplished
without slight interference in some cases. However,this very crowding together ofthe placesfor the
training in and exercise of the various events has
one great point of advantage. This is that men
who are training for some one specialty for which
they may think themselves "specially fitted, are
placed in a position to observe the work of others
in different lines, and in casually taking a hand
at it "just for fun" may discover unknown ability
which even the individual himself would never
have become aware of had it not been for such a
chance. Cases of this kind are not of rare occurrence among leading athletes of the country.
Even here at Rose some few may be definitely
pointed out, and there are doubtless many others
not so decided.
Seeing all these things about him our athlete
who may.have grown slightly indifferent from
familiarity with them surely can not fail to ap-

preciate the opportunities which are offered him,
and to show this appreciation by taking the
utmost advantage of them. The high standing of
the Institute in an athletic way is only to be
maintained by the earnest effort of every individual who is gifted with even a moderate degree
of physical strength and skill.
E were afforded no little satisfaction in
being able to publish in our last issue the
reports of the organization of the Rose Tech Club
of Indianapolis, and the Rose Alumni Association
of St. Louis, both of which were erected after the
pattern set by the Chicago club some little time
before. And still they come. In the Alumni
Department of this number will be found some
extracts from the minutes of the first and second
meetings of the Rose Tech Club of Pittsburgh,
Pa., which, as will be noticed, starts out very
auspiciously with a charter membership of eleven.
The new-corner will, we are quite sure, be wel.
corned into the ranks, and there is every reason
to believe that it will prove to be a live and healthy
member of the quartette. However, it is not to be
expected that this number will remain such very
long, for New York City and Louisville, Ky.,
will surely wake up soon. There is no telling
how many other places may drum up enough Rose
men to justify a society. We would like to remind the officers of the clubs already in existence
that the columns of THE TECHNIC are always
open for the publishing of abstracts from the interesting papers which are sure to be presented
before them from time to time, or even the complete papers if not of too great length, thus putting them in permanent form, together with illustrations which may serve to make them even
more valuable.

W

HE new catalogue of the Institute is in the
hands of the printer and will be ready for
distribution probably by the time this reaches our
readers. The several changes made in the arrangement last year, such as the grouping of the outlines of courses in one part of the book, and the
insertion of sample hour plans, have proved SO
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satisfactory that they will be retained in the pres- special information concerning any one course or
ent issue. There are practically no new features department and will no doubt be of much value
worthy of especial note. The paragraph headed as well as of interest to prospective students.
"Gymnasium and Bath Rooms" has been revised
to conform to the changed conditions in that regard, and we are happy to say will no longer be
HAT a united and heartfelt sigh of relief
the subject of frequent quotations in a sarcastic
went up when the word went round after
vein.
the late examinations that there were to be "no
As a sort of adjunct to the catalogue, a series of flunks this time." This decision was made by the
four pamphlets are to be issued representing in a powers that be, as only justice to the students,
pictorial way the main features of the four courses since the establishment of a re.gular series of exof instruction. Each one will contain general aminations at this time was not mentioned in the
views of the buildings and campus and interior last catalogue, nor indeed announced until the
views of the rooms, shops and laboratories which beginning of the winter term. It would seem
are included in that department, together with from the results of the tests that there was also a
details of separate machines or pieces of appar- large element of mercy involved. Quite a numatus. The excellent photographs from which the ber of students are going at their work again with
illustrations have been made are the work of renewed energy, spurred on by the haunting visInstructor John B. Peddle. The pamphlets will ions of what might have been had the dead line
be sent out with the catalogue to those desiring been drawn as usual at sixty.

W

FREE-HAND DRAWING.
BY INSTRUCTOR, JOHN B. PEDDLE.

I have been asked to write a short account of
the work in free-hand drawing at the Rose Polytechnic, telling something of the objects we have
in view, and the means we use to attain them.
What I have to say will not be very new, perhaps,
to those of my readers who have been "through
the mill," and it is intended rather as an answer
to certain questions which are frequently asked
me by outsiders.
A simple sketch will often go farther toward
explaining an idea than an hour's talk, and the
ability to make some sort of a rough diagram is
found in almost every one. As a rule the better
the sketch the better will be the idea conveyed,
and the object of free-hand drawing is, first to
tiain the eye to understand what it sees and
awaken a sense of proportion, and secondly, to
train the hand to obey the eye in making a
graphic representation of the object.

The drawing in this school is done for the most
part directly from the model, although photographs are used sparingly in the wash and penand-ink work.
When starting a class of beginners it was at
first a source of great surprise to me to see the
manner in which a new student will attempt to
represent a simple solid. He will almost invariably try to show it as he knows it is rather than as
he sees it. For instance, in drawing a cube he
will first try to draw each face he can see as a perfect square. Failing in this he will alter the side
faces with a dim idea that "perspective" will distort them somewhat, but the top face will be
square if he can possibly bring it about. He can
usually see that his drawing is not quite right,
that the figure looks tipped up in the back,and so
on, and that the illustrative sketch I make for
him looks more like the model than his, but it is
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to do more than call the attention in a general
way to the directions and length of lines in certain special cases.
Perspective stands in much the same relation
to drawing that grammar does to language. I
have been told that when a person learns to speak
a language fluently he forgets all about his grammar, or at least makes no conscious use of it. So
in sketching I have found that I have very little
use for the rules of perspective, and rely for the
most part on an instinctive feeling of what is
right. This feeling can only be acquired by practice in drawing from the model and never from a
mere study of the rules.
We try to develop a sense of proportion at the
same time this other work is carried on, for upon
it all good drawing must depend. This sense is
a sort of an eye memory, and must usually be
acquired by the expenditure of much time in
trial and verification, in drawing as nearly as pos-

a good while before I can make him really believe
that what he sees is not a square, and to the last
the tendency with many students is to enlarge the
top of anything they may be drawing to a plan
view. I have even had students who tried to
show in their drawing parts of the model they
could not possibly see, such as the top of a cube
which was above them.
These illustrations will show what I mean by
the need of educating the eye to understand what
it sees.
The knowledge which is acquired in this work
is of much value when the study of perspective
is taken up, but no attempt is made at this stage
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take up shading, and in this the student learns
the methods of representing surfaces of different
characters by varying shades. This is of nearly
as much importance as the drawing of a correct
outline, as it is often possible to represent a figure
much more clearly by a single shaded sketch than
by several simple outlines.
Six hours a week for two terms are devoted to
free-hand drawing in the Freshman year. The
Sophomores get three hours a week for two terms.
Their first term is spent in making wash drawings, such as are used for pictures by the half-tone
process, and the second in pen-and-ink drawing.
This work is given with the double purpose of
teaching the methods by which drawing for illustration is done, in case it should ever be dtsirable to do simple work of this sort, and to aid in
forming habits of precision and accuracy in drawing. In both the wash and the pen-and-ink, after
the pencil outline is made and the shading begun,
very little change can be made in the work with-

sible by eye only, and then correcting the mistakes by careful proportional measurements of the
model.
This training is a great aid in enabling one to
form a clear mental picture of objects which are
not before the eye, and is perhaps one of the most
important benefits which an engineer derives from
his drawing. I am speaking now especially of
one who has much designing to do, and to whom
it is clearly an immense advantage to be able to
arrange and re-arrange the details of a new structure or machine without the aid of a model or
drawing. In my own case I find it a hindrance
rather than a help to put a pencil to the paper
until my ideas are pretty clearly and definitely
fixed.
After spending one term at outline drawing we
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out sacrificing its freshness, and whatever is done
The free-hand drawing room is well equipped
must be done correctly from the start and with a with casts, and from them a large part of the work
full knowledge, not only of the desired result, but is done, but we also have a supply of models of
of the best method of attaining it, for the least machine parts and are at liberty to draw upon
uncertainty in either is bound to show in the fin- the other departments of the Institute for instruished work.
ments and apparatus, and a special point is made
The illustrations which accompany this article of this class of work as being directly in line
are made from drawings by this year's Sophomore with the work of the school. Some attention
class. It must be understood that we make no is also paid to drawing from photographs which
attempt to make "artists" of the students. The is an important branch of modern illustraobject is simply to give them such training as will tion.
enable the average man to make a fairly decent
In closing I wish to call attention to an instance
sketch. Some will, of course, display more apti- in which the practical value of this training has
tude than others, and the drawings shown are the been shown. The cuts which have illustrated the
work of these students. They by no means in- contributed articles in each issue of the TEcnNic
clude all, that is good that has been done, and in from time to time are entirely student work, as
justice to members of the class who are not rep- are also the headings for the different departments
resented I must say that lack of space, only, pre- of the paper, a rather unusual feature in college
vents my showing a number of other drawings journalism, where this work is commonly done
which are perhaps equally meritorious.
by the engraving company.

FINDING GROUNDS IN FIELD MAGNETS.
Measure the resistance of the wire on the groundThe presence of a ground in
ed
spool with Weston voltmeter and Weston amdedynamo
is
the field coils of a
meter,
using same current strength as the field
of
tected either by bad operation
the machine or is shown by the takes when in operation. Call this a.
Measure the resistance between the outside end
test with the magneto bell. (This test should
of the spool winding and the iron core, in same
be made whenever the machine is shut down.)
The grounded spool is rung up with ease, and manner as above, using same current strength
then the exact location of the ground is found, as apptoximately. Call this b.
Measure the resistance between the inside end
follows:
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of the spool winding and the iron core, in same '93, Pittsburg, Pa.; E. H. Frohman '94, Pittsburg,
manner as above, using same current strength Pa.; H. W. Craver '95, Leechburgh, Pa.; W. D.
Wiggins '95, Pittsburg, Pa.
approximately. Call this c.
Baur'87 and Wiggins'95 were elected chairman
Call resistance of winding from outside end to
and secretary pro tern.
the ground, x.
Wiggins and Waters were appointed by the
Call resistance of winding from inside end to
chair as a committee on resolutions, and Frohman
the ground, y.
Call resistance of the ground, i. e., resistance on permanent quarters for the club. Meeting adbetween the iron and the grounded portion of the journed till Friday, April 5th at same place.
wire, z.
SECOND MEETING.
Then x+ y=a
8 P. M. April 5th, Anderson Hotel. New members present as follows:
y+z=c
Otto G. Hess '90, Wheeling, W. Va.; S. M.
which gives, at once the layer of wire grourided
Rock '92, Homestead, Pa.
and the character of the ground.
Committee on resolutions reported the followSuppose the resistance of the spool were 4 ohms,
ing, which in substance was adopted:
the resistance between outside end and core were
RESOLUTIONS presented at meeting of graduates of
5 ohms, the resistance between inside end and Rose Polytechnic Institute in Pittsburg and vicinity;
core were 1 ohm, then the wire is grounded fleeting held 3rd day of April, 1896.
Resolved, That we as graduates of the Rose Polytechthrough a one ohm ground on its inside end in
Institute, resident in or near Pittsburg, consider it
nic
etc.
end,
near
the
layer
the first
desirable to form an Association, the objects of which
meathe
in
three
used
the
currents
Note that
shall be:
surements must be about the same. Also that
First:—The promotion of a fraternal feeling.
the spool should be about as hot as it usually beSecond :—The advancement of the interests of our
comes in service.
Alma Mater and her graduates.
Third:—To establish a means by which Alumni,
This principle involved in the test is very old,
in our community, may speedily reach their
strangers
but it is now offered in the TECIINIC in this form
fellow-graduates.
because of the errors frequently made in applying
Fourth :—The study of engineering and technical
it—that is using weak currents and measuring problems of current interest. And be it further
with Wheatstone's Bridge and measuring field
Resolved, That in pursuance of these ends, a permacold. It is the opinion of the writer that nothing nent organization be affected. Be it therefore
Resolved, That the organization be known as the
contributes more to the reducing of the repair
Tech Club of Pittsburg."
"Rose
account of station dynamos than careful use of
Resolved, That any graduate of the Rose Polytechnic
good Weston instruments, kept in good order by Institute or any person having taken nOt less than a two
frequent calibration.
years course, with honorable dismissal, resident in this

BUCKNER SPEED,'94.
THE ROSE TECH' CLUB OF PITTSBURG
PENNSYLVANIA.
On the evening of March 28th the following
Rose Polytechnic alumni met at the Anderson
Hotel of Pittsburg for the purpose of permanent
organization:
O. Baur '87, Pittsburg, Pa.; E. G. Waters '88,
Pittsburg, Pa.; G. R. Wood '92, Cannelton, Pa.;
R. L. Wilson '92, Pittsburg, Pa.; R. D. Valentine

vicinity, shall be eligible to membership; and shall be
deemed a member upon application to the secretary and
signifying his compliance with any regulations that may
be established for the government of this Club.
Resolved, Further, that there be an Associate Membership, associate members to be proposed by a member
of the Club and elected by a two-thirds vote at the next
regular meeting, such Associate Members to have no
voice, however,in the business management of the Club.
Resolved, That the officers of this Organization be a
President, and a Secretary and Treasurer, which latter
offices shall be combined. It shall be the duty of the
Secretary to keep careful minutes for permanent record,
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of all meetings, and to mail to members, notice of each
regular or special meeting.
The above officers to be elected yearly at the first regular meeting in April.
There shall also be a committee of three elected yearly
at the annual meeting, whose duty it shall be to arrange
for the presentation of a suitable paper by some member
of the Club, at each regular meeting.
Resolved, That regular meetings be held on the 1st
Saturday of each month.
That special meetings shall be called by the President
upon petition of five members of the Club.
Resolved, That Robert's Rules of Order govern the
proceedings of all meetings.
The above resolutions were unanimously adopted at
the initial meeting of the Club held April 3rd 1896.

Letters regretting inability to be present were
•read by Mr. Waters as follows:
From W. M. Wickham '92, Lorain; from W.B.
Wiley '89, Mt. Pleasant, Pa. Mr. Wiley, while
not being able to be present at this meeting desired to be considered a charter member of the
Club. Temporary officers elected permanently
for the ensuing year as follows:
0. Baur '87, President; W. D. Wiggins '95,
Secretary and Treasurer; S. M.Rock,R. L. Wilson,
E. H. Frohman, appointed by chair to arrange for
presentation of suitable papers at meetings of the
Club.
Adjourned till first. Saturday in May.

ROSE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF ST. LOUIS.
The fourth meeting of the St. Louis Alumni
Association was held Saturday night, April 11th.
W. A. Layman presented a paper on "An Experimental Investigation of the Variation of Resistance of Water with Temperature," and S. E. Johannesen read a paper on "The Principal Surveying Instruments—their Adjustments and Use."
Wm.H. Boehm presented several interesting mechanical engineering problems to the club. Sig.
Frank, of Chicago, who is now with the Edison
Illuminating Co., of this city, was present at the
meeting.
S. E. JOHANNESON, See.
ST. LOUIS, April 13,'96.
ROSE TECH CLUB OF INDIANAPOLIS.
The club met on the 3rd and effected a permanent organization. It is at present composed of
ten men, all alumni, and its membership, unlike
the Chicago club, is limited to the graduates.
H. M. Stanton was elected President, H. W.
Foltz, Vice-President and A. M. Hood, Secretary
and Treasurer and correspondent of the Technic.
Meetings are to be held the first Saturday in each
month. The Club solicits correspondence and
all communications should be addressed to A. M.
Hood, 29 and 30 Wright Block, Indianapolis.

ALUMNI NOTES.
H.
W.
Foltz,
'86,
after competition with several
ST. LOUIS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
architects
from
Indianapolis
and Chicago, has
Regular meeting was held March 14th, and
been
awarded
the
contract
to
prepare plans and
after reading of a paper by W. H. Palmer the folsuperintend
the
erection
of
the
new science buildlowing resolution was adopted:
Hanover
ing
which
is
to
be
college, this
built
at
Resolved, That the St. Louis Alumni Association extend greetings and congratulations to the Rose Alumni state. The building is to cost in the neighborClubs of Chicago and Indianapolis on the success and hood of $25,000.
enthusiasm of their organizations. We believe that
Jones '91, has established an office in the new
such associations as are being formed by the Rose Alumni
Lemcke
Building at Indianapolis, and has hung
in the various large cities are sure to lead to excellent
results in many directions. To the end that these re- out his sign as Mechanical Engineer. He is also
sults may be most effective we feel that the clubs should connected with V. H. Lockwood, Esq., for whom
be in touch with each other and we accordingly suggest he makes Patent Office drawings. His address is
that all important business transactions of the individ415 Lemcke Building.
ual clubs be communicated around the circle by the
E. F. Folsom,'92 dropped in at the Institute a
secretaries of the Clubs. Such action on the part of the
St. Louis Club we hereby volunteer and invite an ex- few days ago and took a look over the campus,
change of the courtesy from the other Clubs already in the new gymnasium, etc.
Rose Alumni Association
the field.
Mr. S. Frank has accepted a position as draftsS. E. Johannesen,
man with the Edison Ill. Company of St. Louis.
Secretary.
2017-2023 Locust St., St. Louis.
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FIELD DAY PREPARATION.
The results in many cases were highly satisThe arrangements preparatory to field day trainmen
ing seem to be pursuing a more systematic course factory, considering the fact that none of the
of.
speak
to
this year than formerly and an innovation in the have had any training
In the 100 yards dash, Ridgely and Schneider
manner of finding out just what men are fitted
for certain events is being tried and will no doubt tied for first on 11 seconds, and the tie was not
work successfully. The idea is to have a certain run off. In the 220 yards dash, the first heat was
number of events run off each Saturday afternoon won by Shaver in 29 seconds, and the second by
and every man in school that is at all fitted for Froehlich in 27 seconds. Like the 100 yards, the
work in any of these lines, be he good, bad or in- final heat was not run off.
The running high jump had a large number of
different, is expected to enter in order to determine
but they rapidly fell out as the cross bar
entries,
case
the
his relative standing, it frequently being
and the finish being in this order:
raised,
was
posthat men discover in this way that there is a
Crebs, 4 ft. 10 in.; Davis,4 ft. 10 in.
ft.;
5
Hellweg,
sibility of their being able to qualify for field day
entries for the running broad
seven
were
There
if they train properly and thoroughly, whereas
with 18' 2" to his credit.
leading
they might not otherwise have attempted to do so. jump, Crebs
Jumper third.
and
second
The first of these preliminaries was run off Satur- Ridgely was
their luck with puttried
more
A great many
day,the 11th, and there was one thing in connecentered in any other
than
shot
tion with the affair that was particularly gratify- ting the 16 pound
Ausing, that being the way in which Freshmen turn- event. The greatest distance was 28' 5", by
Davis
and
4",
tin. Ingham was second on 27'
ed out and took hold.
with 27' 3".
third
of:
consisted
Saturday's events
In the quarter mile run Froehlich madeThe best
100 yards dash.
220 yards dash.
time, his record being 60 I seconds. Most of the
Running high jump.
results were very satisfactory, considering the cirRunning broad jump.
s under which they occurred, and with
cumstance
Shot put.
a half to train in these records should
and
month
a
Quarter mile run.
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be reduced or increased, as the case may be, to
somewhere within the neighborhood of the state
records.
Things were never in such good shape for those
who are training. With our new gymnasium,
excellent track, well kept diamond and tennis
courts a man scarcely needs any other encouragement to cause him to get out and find out just
what there is in him. In reference to the track,
we wish to call the attention of the students to
the fact that it is in most excellent condition and
will remain so, provided it is properly cared for.
Walking across the north and south banks is not
in the least helpful, but on the contrary, is quite
harmful and should be avoided as much as possible. If all of the boys would bear this in mind
in going from the building to the campus and be
considerate enough to walk around the bank instead of across it, its present condition will be
preserved to a much greater degree, thus having
it in best shape possible for the bicyclists. And
these latter also need to have their attention called
to the fact that when going around the curves at
a low rate of speed they should remain as close to
the bottom of the banking as possible, as riding
high up on the bank will, unless the wheel is at
the proper angle, tend to slough away the surface
covering.
Tennis also is receiving the proper attention
under Prof. Hathaway's direction. The courts
have been loosened and rolled and will soon be in
their usual good condition.
The committees appointed by the Athletic Board
at their last meeting, to take charge of field day
training were:
Walking and running: Shaver, N.S. Kidder and
Decker.
High kick, pole vault, and high jump: Liggett, AIcMeans, Wiley and Crebs.
Shot put and hammer throw: Ingham, Ryder
and Whitten.
Bicycle: Meyer, P. W. Klinger and Stone.
Tennis: Prof. Hathaway, Hall, Farrington and
McLellan.
There is, also, in addition to these committees,
an Executive Committee, which has entire super-

vision of field sports, of which of A. G. Shaver is
chairman. As chairman,Shaver has entire charge
of all preliminary work for field day, and he deserves much credit for the success of last Saturday's
preliminary.
THE NINE.
Base ball at Rose has always, or at least for the
past few years, been such an uncertain quantity
that we have never been willing to hazard a guess
as to how the end of the season would find us
until it was practically over. Last year particularly the prospects were so uncertain that we did
not dare hope for anything and as we all know
we got nothing.
This season, however, things look better.
Though it can't be said that the prospects are particularly flattering, yet with the proper amount
of good, hard and united practice of the present
candidates we can start into the season with a
reasonable amount of assurance.
Most of the positions have been assigned and it
only remains for the men that have been given
these places to put in every available moment at
work upon them. Austin gives up his old position at first to Tucker, who played second last
year, and goes to short, which has of late been one
of our weak points. We hope to see him change
this previously existing condition of affairs. The
battery comes from the Freshmen, Trumbo and
Schwed having been assigned to these positions.
Neither have had much practice, either separately
or together, but they give promise of doing satisfactory work. Trumbo has fair speed and good
curves and no doubt a few weeks of practice will
make a wonderful improvement in him. Schwed
has not played ball for some time and gives evidence of the fact in his nervousness behind the
bat, but it only requires practice to overcome this
and it is expected that his work will be satisfactory
by the time the season opens. Martin comes in
from left field to second. Third is still open and
there are several candidates from which a selection may be made for the position. The present
fielders are Liggett, Voorhees and Likert, but
changes may probably be made in this territory.
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J. H. Hellweg has the management of the team
for this season and W. H.'Martin will captain it.
The nine got together for the first time on Saturday the 11th and played a game with the High
School, which had one advantage, viz: of seeing
how the men played together. The practice in
batting and base running was also quite helpful,
the score, 20 to 4 indicating that they had a good
deal of both. In both of these things all of our
teams of the. past two or three seasons have been
weak and both should receive all possible attention in this season's practice. The winning of a
game often depends on ability for base running,
which is greatly assisted by proper coaching, another thing that usually is neglected by our teams.
As was to be expected,errors in Saturday's game.
were quite numerous, but a number of good hits
were made and some of the men played in fairly
good form.
The season opens on April 18th at Indianapolis,
our first game being with Purdue at LaFayette
on April 25th. Two changes have been made in
the schedule, both of which involve Rose. Our
game with DePauw was postponed from May 23rd
to June 6th in order to accommodate DePauw
and Purdue in their desire to have a contest in
field sports on the 23rd. The game with Butler
will be played on the latter date instead of on the
30th.
SOON TO BE OPENED.
We expected to be able to announce the entire
completion of the new gymnasium this month
but the "finishing touches" have required more
time than was expected and there still remains
several things to be done.
The gymnasium proper is completed. The
floor will be given a dressing of oil and over this
perhaps a light coating of wax. This will be deferred until everything else is ready, as the floor
once gotten into shape, must carefully be preserved from all injurious treatment, and consequently no one will be allowed upon it except in
gymnasium costume, or at least in gymnasium
shoes.
A lot of the new apparatus arrived on Saturday,
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the 11th, and every piece in it is first class, it
being the intention of those in charge to have
the very best of equipment for the building, even
though we may have to wait some longer in order
to get it. That purchased recently consisted of
the most necessary things for gymnasium practice,
such as mats, there being four of these of the very
best quality, flying rings, leather covered and adjustable, parallel bars and the much-needed horse.
The chest weights from the old gymnasium have
all been set up. The basket ball goals also have
been placed and in a short time our team will be
able to practice on their own floor. The dumb
bells have been purchased and not turned up in
the wood shop as was at first expected.
The bath rooms are receiving the attention
principally of the workmen at present and by the
time these are finished everything else will be
ready.
The entertainment with which it is to open
is still in a state of uncertainty. Dr. Mees has
this entirely in charge and no doubt the students
and their friends will be treated to something
which will be entirely in keeping with the requirements of the affair. In our next issue we
hope to be able to record the account of the formal
opening of the finest gymnasium in the state.
FOOT BALL NEXT FALL.
A meeting for the purpose of arranging a schedule of foot ball games to be played between the
various Indiana institutions of learning next fall
was held at Greencastle on Saturday afternoon,
April 5th, in the rooms of the Sigma Chi fraternity of DePauw University.
The delegates present were Dryden, of Purdue;
Hamrick, of DePauw; Cunningham, of Butler;
Conditt, of Wabash,and Hellweg, of Rose. Indiana University, Hanover and Earlham failed to
send delegates.
The following games were scheduled:
Wabash vs. DePauw, at Greencastle, Oct. 26.
Wabash vs. Butler, at Indianapolis, Nov. 7.
DePauw vs. Purdue, at Indianapolis, Nov. 7.
DePauw and Butler could not agree to dates at
this time, but it is their desire and intention to
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have a game early in the season and a return
game at some later date, probably on Thanksgiving day.
Wabash and DePauw had some difficulty in
setting the date for their game. There is a considerable amount of ill feeling in these two institutions toward each other, on account of some
misunderstandings last season, but it is to be
hoped that next fall will see an amicable adjustment of all difficulties.
While I. U. had no representative at the meeting, it is her intention to play games with all of
the colleges, and the dates for these games will be
arranged later.
As usual, Earlham and Hanover will have no
foot ball teams which could compete with the
other colleges, and their games will be confined to
those with local teams.
It was not the wish of the faculty of Rose that
the Institute should enter into any schedule and
accordingly no games were arranged. However,
the other colleges all expressed a desire to play
Rose next fall, and will leave open dates for that
purpose, so, without doubt, satisfactory arrangements for games will be made when the season
opens.
Incidentally, our delegate made some inquiries
*regarding the athletic spirit in general at the different institutions, and was somewhat surprised

but nevertheless gratified at the enthusiastic replies
with which his inquiries were met. In particular,
Purdue and DePauw are confident that they will
make it more than warm for Rose on field day. A
dual meet is to be held between these universities
on May 22d and 23d, track athletics on the 22d
and a ball game on the 23d. The results of these
contests will certainly be eagerly awaited by all
Rose men in order that we may have some idea
as to where we rank in field sports before the day
of crucial tests arrives.
I. U. promises to shake off the lethargy which
has been characteristic of that institution for the
past few years, and is confident of surprising everyone on May 29th.
Butler, too, expects to carry off more prizes than
at any time heretofore, and Earlham, while it has
no hopes of winning the pennant or of even getting a second place, intends to work harder and
make a better showing than on any previous field
day.
What the intentions of the State Normal are is
not clearly known. Some misunderstanding,
which still remains to be explained, exists in regard to its exact relations with the I. I. C. A. A.
It is desirable that these difficulties be satisfactorily adjusted and that the students of the Normal take as much interest in field day as was
manifested by them last year.

There was a new woman from Natchez,
Whose bloomers were covered with patchez ;
When she was asked why,
She thus did reply:
"I wore them all out scratching matchez."—Es.
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BANK REVETMENT ON THE
LOWER MISSISSIPPI.
BY J. J. McLELLAN, '99.

For the benefit of those who do not know what
"Bank Revetment" is, it will be well to explain
why it is necessary before going into a description
of it.
The banks of the Lower Mississippi are composed almost entirely of alluvial deposit. This
deposit consists principally of sand, although
there are short stretches of "buckshot"along the
river. Buckshot is a black, tenacious clay which
resists the action of water very well indeed. The
sandy bank, which greatly predominates, is, on
the contrary, very susceptible to the action of
water, and it is in sandy stretches that there is
most likely to be caving.
If the channel were in mid-stream there would
be no serious trouble, for it is only when the full
force of the current is directed against the banks
that there is any very considerable caving. It is
on the concave side of the bends then that we
should find the most caving and it is here that it
does occur, for the water follows Newton's Law
of Motion and moves in a straight line until the
bank interferes, and then it tends to overcome
this interference, and succeeds so well as to have
cost the United States millions of dollars to control its action.
The stream washing against the soft material of
the bank soon undermines it and the result is
that a portion of it slides into the river. Statements of the extent of cavings seem exaggerated
to persons, who have not lived in that country,

but more than an acre has been known to slide
into the river at one time, and the river now flows
over what used to be the business part of the
town of Greenville, Miss., the larger part of which
caved away in a few weeks.
A splendid illustration of this action of the
river is found in the stretch between Arkansas
City and Greenville. Work has been done at two
places in this reach which makes it of all the
more importance. The river between these two
points makes a series of horse-shoe bends, going
a total distance of over forty miles while a straight
line joining Arkansas City and Greenville would
measure less than sixteen miles. The concave
sides of these great loops keep enlarging at a
rapid rate while the necks of land between them
are gradually scoured away, until finally, if nothing were done they would be cut away entirely
thus making a shorter path for the water while a
great horse-shoe shaped lake would be left to indicate where the river used to be.
At Ashbrook Neck which is just below Arkansas City, and is the first of the "necks" in the
reach there has been a great deal of caving, while
the caving at Greenville, which is situated in
one of the big loops, has already been mentioned.
These bends are near Greenville and are about
the worst on the river. The bank was revetted
at Ashbrook Neck to prevent a "cut off," that is
the cutting through of the narrow strip of land,
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mattress. The mattress is made
upon "mat-boats," fig. 4 shows
them best. They are barges fitted
with inclined ways, so that as
fast as the mattress is built it
can be easily slipped from them
into the river, leaving the matboats free for another section to
be built upon them. Mattresses
are usually made about one hundred and eighty feet wide,so that
two mat-boats are usually fastened
together as were the mooring
barges. Wire cablesfive-eighths of
an inch thick are fastened to the
banks and to the mooring barges,
and the reels upon which these
which might seriously interfere with navigation, cables are kept, are upon the mat-boats, so that as
fast as the mattress is built upon them, they can
and at Greenville, to protect the town.
The bank is first prepared for the revetment by be unreeled, allowing the mat-boats to move down
grading. It should be said that the work is done stream. These cables are usually about eight feet
only on a low stage of water. The bank is graded apart and it, is to these that the willow brush is
to a slope of one to three, by means of hydraulic fastened as the mat is made.
Willow brush consists of willow saplings from
graders and by hand.
Fig. 1 shows graded banks and at the upper one to three inches in diameter. These saplings
end can be seen the abrupt banks where the are found in great abundance upon the sand
bars which are so numerous along the river, for
grader is still at work.
willow
a few years is required to grow a sapling of
of
only
The revetment consists of a mattress
brush woven on a network of wire cable and the requisite size.
sunk to the bottom of the river,
fl
while the graded bank is paved
with stone to a depth of ten
inches. The mattress is made as in fig.
2. Two barges, called mooring
barges, are lashed end to end and
tied by means of strong wire cables at right angles to the shore
line. (See fig. 3, the barges with
the little house on them.) To
these,the mattress is moored,and
it is here that the Uuilding of it
is begun. Additional cables are
also run from the mattress to the
bank and these cables hold the
larger part of the weight of the
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over it as it sinks, all of the time
stone being thrown upon it to
weight it firmly on the bottom of
the river.
Fig. 4 shows a "fascine" matIIMINIXtearaa
-1441010110010MO tress in course of construction.
It is similar to the others except
that the brush is first bound into
bundles or "fascines" and these
are fastened to the cables which
underlie the mattress as in the
other form. Its advantage over
the other form is that it can be
made somewhat faster, is more
sk,
flexible and will conform more
a. •
readily to any unevenness on the
bottom of the river.
These saplings are fastened to the cables with
These mattresses resting upon the bottom of
wire, first crosswise and then diagonally until a the river protect the sand from the action of the
mattress of the requisite thickness, completely water and thus preserve the bank and prevent it
covering the mat-ways is made, then the mat- from being undermined by the current. The
boats are allowed to slip from under it, and the bank is preserved by a thick coating, about ten
operation is repeated until a mattress from three inches, of stone.
hundred to five hundred feet is made. (See fig. 2.)
Work of this kind has been done at places
After the mattress has been made as described along the whole length of the river, •these two
it is "poled." This consists in fastening heavier have been mentioned only because they were
saplings, say four to six inches in diameter and most familiar to the writer.
stripped of their branches, crosswise on top of the
Whether this work will be continued or not is
mattress. These poles are bound to each other not entirely decided, for the U. S. Government
and to the cables under the mattress, with wire, and are used to
stiffen the mattress and to keep
the stone from sliding off as it is
sunk.
After the mattress has been
poled it is ready lor sinking. It
is first "ballasted," that is weighted so heavily that it will not require much weight to sink it to
the bottom. This is done by distributing stone over it. Fig. 3
shows the mattress poled and
ballasted while at the far end
they have begun to sink it by
throwing stone on it from the two
barges which are allowed to drift
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does the work in the interest of navigation, and
if the new hydraulic dredges, which have been
recently built, equal expectations, the river can
be kept navigable by means of these. It can

only be said, that the work has done all that
could be expected of it, although it has most
assuredly cost Uncle Sam an immense sum of
money.

WOBSKOW.
How it came about that with all the wealth of
beautiful Indian names at command, he should
have been called Wobskow, I have never learned,
but certain it is the name suited him, or at least
we all thought so, for the latter part of his name
has always been used to designate an antiquated,
weather-beaten craft, never intended to add beauty
to a landscape, and it was so easy to add an extra
syllable and make his name Wobbleskow, which,
perhaps, would have better expressed his general
appearance.
My first sight of him was obtained from the
deck of the Odd Fellow, a little steamer used
mostly to establish communication between the
outside world and the summer tourists and campers, who took up their abode along the chain of
lakes lying east of Grand Traverse Bay and exten(ling as far north as Charlevoix. As the little
steamer was about to land at the port where we
were to camp,a canoe was seen emerging from the
mouth of the river and, there being no wind, the
dilapidated sprit sail was snugly furled and lashed
to the spar. In the stern of the canoe stood Wobskow, plying his paddle with that same slowness
and utter indifference which we afterwards learned
to be his chief characteristic. He passed quite
near the Odd Fellow and grunted a sort of recognition to our captain's cheery salutation.
He was quickly banished from our'minds by
the realization of the fact that evening was upon
us and we had our tents to pitch and supper to
get. We all fell to work with a will anti by nine
o'clock our preparations for the night had been
completed, including the stowing away of as good
a supper as hungry pilgrims ever sat down to.

We had built a rousing big camp fire and Were
sitting in a semicircle, toasting our shins and telling marvelous stories, when, who should come
strolling up but the same Indian we had seen in
the canoe. He stood looking at the group for a
moment and then said simply: "How." We
asked him to sit down, which he did, though not
on the stool we offered him, as he preferred to sit
on the ground. Having made himself comfortable,and taken a prolonged survey of the company,
he led off in a very business-like way to explain
the object of his visit. "My name's Wobskow,
you need me. You no keep me, you no catch
'em fish. Wobskow know all the lakes, know all
the deep places, catch'em big trout; know all the
weed beds,catch'em pickerel;catchem muscalonge;
know all the little streams,catch'em brook trout;
know all the woods and swamp places, shoot'em
pheasant. Wobskow strong; row your boat, build
your fire, clean your fish, do heal) work; work one
day, get one dollar, work two days get two dollars."
While we were discussing his proposition, he
sat with a grave face, looking at the fire, but presently he pulled a dingy looking pipe from his
pocket and looking up rather wistfully, said, "Any
tobacco?" He was given a pipe full of Yale Mixture and for some time seemed contented, when
another thought occurred to him and he again
broke in on our conference.
"Any fire water?"
"No."
"Any beer?"
"No."
"Ugh! No good!"
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All this did not serve to add to his desirable
qualities, but his offer to clean our fish was a great
argument in his favor,for who among us was willing to take the task of cleaning such a multitude
of fish as we were sure to bring home every evening? Of course the matter was settled by his
securing the very desirable position of general
utility man about our camp, and on the following
morning his tent was pitched somewhat apart
from the remainder of our little village, and Wobskow, himself, became a part of our retinue and
was from then on an important factor in all our
plans, whether of peace or conquest.
Our first day's fishing was not a success, and
our faith in Wobskow's knowledge was rudely
shaken. As he expressed it,"Fish no smell'em
bait, go to Grass lake to-morrow. Catch fish
with spectacles on." (A species of bass known as
"goggle eyes.") Sure enough, our next day's
sport was much better and we returned to our
camp with happy hearts, even if two of us did
upset our boat and have to sit all the afternoon in
the sun to let our clothes dry.
For the few brief weeks of our stay in that lovely region, the days passed all too swiftly, and despite the days when the fish "no smell'em bait,"
we thoroughly enjoyed our outing and grew quite
attached to our Indian guide.
Often times, when his day's work was done,
Wobskow might have been seen crossing Torch
Lake to spend the night at home,always returning
at sunrise. One night, when the wind had been
strong from the northwest all the day and "Old
Torch was on a boom," as the natives said, Wobskow seemed uncommonly restless and disturbed,
went ()hen to the shore and looked longingly
across, but always came back with some new Belies
of his short, decisive sentences, such as: "Ugh,
heap big wind, can't go." The wind continued
strong as the sun went down, and the last hope
seemed to be dispelled, but Wobskow's determination was strong, and despite all our arguments,
his canoe was pushed out and his last salutation,
as he worked straight against the wind, his frail
canoe now rising high on the crest of an immense
roller, now hidden in the depth of the trough, was:
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"No drown'em Indian. Lake get too rough,come
back."
This was one of the nights when the wind was
too strong to permit of our building a camp fire,
as forest fires had been of frequent occurrence of
late, and we did't care to take any chances, so we
sat in our tents, our only lights being from a pair
of smoky lanterns, but we felt uneasy about Wobskow and went often to the lake shore and looked
long at the beating waves, wondering whether we
should see him again in the morning or would
the lake prove too rough and drive him back,or
would he—but, no; as he had expressed it, "No
drown 'em Indian." So, at last we went to bed and
the howling of the wind through the mighty pines
was a sweet lullaby and we slept ever so
soundly.
The morning dawned clear and beautiful, but
we looked in vain for Wobskow. The first day
passed and the second and then came the news
that a dug-out canoe, answering in every detail to
a description of Wobskow's had been found floating keel up at the lower end of the lake. So we
found it hard to keep up hope of ever seeing him
again. He had left us on Monday night and now
it was Saturday and no news had been received.
On Saturday night the Odd Fellow came steaming up intoClam Lake and stopped near our camp
for fire wood. We had learned that to get wood
on Saturday night meant an excursion on Sunday,
so we hurried over to ask Captain Joe where it
was to be and were told to be ready to start early
next morning and we should see. We needed no
second invitation and were ready long before the
appointed time. Then away we went, a part of a
merry throng of pleasure seekers and soon learned
that we were going down through the narrow winding Torch River, which bends and twists like a
huge serpent and finally emerges into Round lake,
through Round lake past Skigamog Point,
through Elk lake to Kewadin, where a great
Indian camp meeting was being held, and as we
thought of Wobskow's overturned canoe, a feeling
of sadness came over us, mingled with the sudden
hope that perhaps he had not been drowned but
had simply played truant and was even now en-
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joying the great carnival, all unmindful of the
burden of worry he had placed upon us.
All such speculations were of a sudden dispelled,
however, by a long drawn blast of the Odd Fellow's whistle and we arrived at our destination,
where, owing to shoal water, we had to be taken
ashore in canoes by twos and threes.
We had expected to see a goodly number of
red men but our wildest guess as to numbers was
by far too small. There were—
Indians tall and Indians small
And some were slim and some were thin,
Some looked like—
But there; I never was good at remembering a
song.
Our explorations resulted in the finding of all
sorts of fakes and schemes to fleece people out of
their money, for of course even the Indians learn
from their white brethren. The principal attraction was the great religious revival which seemed
to be a sort of continuous service, but what first
attracted our attention was a great sound of lamentation proceeding from a large tent somewhat
apart from the central group. We ventured to
take a peep inside and there, in a circle about an
elderly Indian priest, knelt a score or more
squaws and braves, all heating their breasts and
mourning and wailing in loud voices, while their
leader kept up a continuous harangue, which
might have been either a sermon or a summons
to the war path, for all we could tell, but from
the grief stricken circle about him we were inclined to think it was a funeral service and were
about to withdraw rather than intrude upon such •
solemnity, when all was suddenly changed and
the whole circle arose, laughed long and loud and
then joined in a good old rousing song, after which
they all shook hands with the aged leader and
sauntered gravely out of the tent.
Imagine our mingled surprise and joy at seeing
among their number our lost guide and companion, Wobskow. He told a thrilling tale of his
battle with the wind and waves on that stormy
night but laughed when we told him of the overturned canoe and reminded us of his boast: "No
drown'em Indian." He proved an invaluable aid

in piloting us about the meeting grounds and in
his short, disconnected sentences, told us many
interesting things relative to the ceremonies, but
on being questioned regarding the service of mingled grief and joy, he only scowled and said,
"Indian no tell'm pale face. Pale face no understand."
C. R.'96.
INSTRUCTOR J. D. HARPER.
With the beginning of the present term, Mr.
J. D. Harper,'91, entered upon the work of Instructor in the Civil Engineering Department.
Mr. Harper comes of a family of civil engineers,
and though seeming to break away from the succession by graduating from the electrical course
at the Institute, fate had it otherwise in store for
him, and since leaving Rose he has been engaged
almost continuously in active railroad and similar engineering work. He is thus very well fitted
for the place which he has accepted and has already shown marked ability in the work of instruction in field and office. The Institute is
always glad to welcome one of her own sons back
again to a place on the corps of instruction, and
we feel that we but speak the good will of the
entire school in extending a hearty greeting to
Mr. Harper.
POLYTECHNIC 1VHEELMEN.
The number of riders of the wheel among the
students and the faculty of the Institute has increased very greatly this spring. This has been
shown in one way by the overflow from the neat
bicycle shed erected in the rear of the main building last year which has a capacity of twenty-two
wheels. In fact the number of wheels unable to
find lodgment there has served to decorate the
vicinity of the main entrance in even better style
than in the days when there was no better pla(
of deposit for them. It is proposed now to erect
another shed similar to the first one, on the west
side of the new gymnasium building. Thinking
that some exact information as to the number of
wheelmen at the Institute would prove interesting, THE TECHNIC placed a registry sheet on the
bulletin board a few days ago. The result, which
is somewhat surprising, is given below:
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RIDER'S NAME.
W. J. Klinger
P. W. Klinger
R. W. Beebe
S. G. Mead
Jas. Farrington .
Louis Werk . . .
C. Kloer
G. Kloer
C. Leo Mees
R. L. McCormick
W.P. Smith
Rumsey W. Scott
A. C. Eastwood
C. Pirtle
S. S. Roberts
G. H. Lickert
S. Elsworth . .
E. P.Edwards
H. J. McDargh
Benj.Grosvenor
A. D. Kidder
11. D. Gerwig
II. B. Stilz
Arthur Kendrick
H.II. Ballard
J. B. Peddle
M. A. Howe
0. B. Moore
A. H. Meyer

\V IIEEL.
Cleveland.
ti
It
it

it

Columbia.

it

tt
it
It

Victor.
it
it
it

Hickory.
41

Lovell.
ti
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RIDER'S NAME.
H. Heichert
T. G. Pierson
W. C. Mason
E. Frank
C. B.Smyth
E. Walser
Edwin Place
W. H.Insley
T. Fletcher
E. E. Ford
C. M. Ridgley
0. E. McMeans
F. E.Smith
N. P. Burt
F. Flickinger
H. II. Meadows
C. F. Trumbo
C. B. Keys
A. P. Stone
W.G. Davis
A. S. Hathaway
R. M. Newbold
C. Reid
C. Howell
A. Givan
F P. Platter
J. Dornbirer
W A Noyes
J. F. W. Harris

WHEEL.

..... Remington.
Sterling.
Rambler.
King.
National.
Clipper.
Warwick.
Orient.
Stearnes.
Venus.
Eclipse.
Dayton.
Thistle.
Singer.
Ormonde.
Loosley.
Imperial.
Fowler.
Ajax.
Crescent.
Special.*
Featherstone.
Special.*

*Made by the owner.

The Freshmen take up projective geometry this
On a page of a Junior chemists note book lying
week.
open on the table was observed the heading "PhosThe Freshmen have had a very fine class pic- phorous in Steele."
ture taken.
It is said that Noah Flickinger is busily enIf a hundred miles is a century, then ten miles gaged in writing the libretto for a new comic
ought to be a decade.
opera.
Prof. W.—"He wore a Texas ranger broad
Hanley, '99, has one sterling reccomendation
brimmed Quaker hat."
for a place on the base ball team. He can make
A number of Poly's sang in the choir at the more noise per inch of his height than any other
Congregational church on Easter Sunday.
man on the campus.
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E. P. Hoff ex '96 has the position of Physical
Director in the Y. M. C. A. of Scranton, Pa.
Prof. Hathaway has received the proofs of his
new text book on quaternions, which will appear
shortly.
Don't ask Insley what is the matter with his
wheel. The trouble is with the foot and not with
the pedal.
Prof. Gray—"Oh well we will let it go now.
It will occur to us sometime when we are not
thinking about it."
The tennis enthusiasts say that dragging a 500
pound roller is not the best way that could be devised to warm up before a game.
Prof. Hathaway has been taking much interest
in general athletics and his earnest encouragement
has influenced several men to go into training.
One of the Juniors recently during a lecture on
practical electrical construction asked very earnestly, "What sort of a tool is used to cut the
threads on glass insulators?"
The lack of incredulity on the part of the friends
to whom Flickinger confided that he had Indian
blood in him,is doubtless explained by the knowledge of his ability to handle red paint.
One of tbe new pieces of apparatus for the
Chemical Laboratory is a pretty little hot air engine capable of developing under the most favorable conditions an activity of two mouse power.
The seniors were having a game of "scrub,"
just among themselves, last Saturday. When
O'Brien stepped up to the bat, Pete, who was
pitching, yelled "Here comes our thousand dollar
pig skin hitter."
The Senior Electricals visited the Terre Haute
Car works on Saturday the 18th, being piloted
around through the many departments of the
very complete plant by the Messrs. Cox of the Car
works and Brown, Harris and Smith, of the Poly.
shops.
The new basket ball goals of heavy woven cord
net were made in the shop. There were all sorts
of guesses as to their purpose, among which were:
model balloons, dip nets for suckers,caps for pipe

lines to prevent the high marks from escaping
with too great velocity.
The bicycle track is not the safest path to take
in walking from the main building to the shops
but if you prefer to try it remember to set your
nerves with an iron bound purpose to keep straight
ahead no matter what comes up behind.
In preparing for the final rolling of the bicycle
track the horses feet were encased in cushions
improvised from old carpet. Seeing which a
Freshman exclaimed excitedly "What's this, a
bout with thirty-two ounce gloves? He'll never
stand a dozen rounds."
Glasscock, '99, appeared at the boarding house
on Wednesday morning at 6:45, and not seeing
the expected crowd of fellow martyrs, asked with
a half awake puzzled expression, "Is'nt this Friday morning?" He was informed that his watch
must be forty-eight hours fast.
Prof. W.—"Now I can't think of the name of
that old Fourth of July oration. Is it the Declaration of Liberty?"
Student—"Perhaps you mean the Declaration
of Independence, Professor."
Prof. W.—"Oh! yes that is it."
While trying a quarter against time last Friday
afternoon, Ridgely '96 had the misfortune to slip
on the north end of the track and go over the
bank. The only injury to wheel or rider was a
slight one to his knee which will cause him some
little inconvenience for a few days.
An attempt was made to get up a Polytechnic
century run to the Shades of Death and back on
Sunday last, but from various causes, notably the
disability of one of the projectors, it fell through.
More starters could probably be enlisted for a
shorter run to begin with as not many of the riders
are in a condition for a century as yet.
One of the pocket kodak fiends asked one of
the instructors to sit for his portrait. When the
pose was satisfactory and the camera adjusted, the
operator opened the shutter, remarking at the
same time "Now sit still." After the lapse of a few
seconds the victim slowly assumed a pleasing
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smile and asked innocently,"How long shall I
sit still?" The fiend closed the camera and departed, answering never a word.
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Some new handles were being made at the shop
for the sixteen pound hammer. No instructions
as to length had been given and the concensus of
opinion among those who happened to be present
was that six feet was about right. When the
handles were nearly completed some one came

along "who ought to know," and declared positively that five feet was the thing. So off came a
foot. Later it was found that the law allows them
no longer than four feet. That is the reason for
those nice hickory pins twelve inches long up in
the wood shop.
The Freshman civils are surveying for a new
railroad over near St. Mary's. A farmer over
whose fields they were running the line accosted
one of the party with the query,"What do you
fellows think you are doin'?" "Oh, we are going
to run a railroad across the country here," was the
answer. The righteous indignation of the owner
of the soil arose at once, and he replied warmly,
"No you don't. There won't be any durned old
railroad run across this here farm long as I got
anything to say about it." His informant refrained from further argument for fear that such
strong aversion to railroads might also include in a
personal way the surveyor.

Why is it a crow? Caws.—Ex.
Motto of professor in physics:—"Soc a Mum."
—William, Jewell Student.
A musical association was recently organized at
NV. P. I.
The Lineolnian has many short and interesting
clippings and quotations scattered through its
pages.

A good government club has been organized at
the U. of M.
"The Palladium," a yearly edition of U. of M.
is now out.
If you are interested in immigration read the
last Miami Student.
The students at U. of M. are practicing to give
Julius Ctesar in the near future.

A peculiar accident happened on the bicycle
track last Monday evening. As Watt Klinger
and Roger Newbold were speeding around the
north end near the grand stand a base ball
thrown or batted struck Newbold's front wheel,
which instantly crushed down throwing him
heavily on his shoulder. The front wheel and
forks were mashed out of all semblance of their
original shape but beyond the jar and slight
strain from the fall the rider escaped unhurt.
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The Mini of April 3rd contains an article of
interest on the methods of training.
The Brown and White devotes considerable space
to items of interest among the various colleges.
Any student at Cornell who receives 85 per cent.
for a term mark, is exempt from examination.—
Pennsylvania n.
In the last edition of the Penn. Chronicle there
is an article entitled "Hidden Gems," which is
worthy of perusal.
Bryn Mawr is to have a new athletic field,
equipped for all the modern games. The probable cost will be about $2,300.
The faculty at Ann Arbor are considering the
question of requiring a better preparation for entrance to the medical department.
The University Argus states that the plan adopted by the Columbia University of having school
six days in a week hasn't proved satisfactory.—
Lincolnian.
The sketch on the outside cover of the University Courier is very appropriate for this time of the
year. It represents a student, trying to decide
what athletic event to enter.
The following additions to our exchange list
have been made this month: Daniel Baker Collegian, Brown Wood, Texas; The Center Rash, Carlinville, Ill.; Student Life, St. Louis, Mo.; The Collegian, Scottsboro, Ala.

Where are the poets? There is a very perceptible falling off in the amount of college verse in
most of the exchanges this month.
The Butler Collegian states that the Indianapolis University is progressing, and that Indianapolis is now having a great display of college spirit.
The U. of M. Daily gives an account of a new
musical combine in which St. Louis, Cleveland,
Louisville, Milwaukee, Oberlin and Ann Arbor
are represented. The new association is to be
known as the Western Choral Union.
On Tuesday, last, ground was broken for the
first building for the new American University at
Washington, D. C. The corner stone of the new
structure, which is to be called the Hall of History,
will be laid in about five weeks. About $1,000,000 has now been subscribed to the university
fund.—Middletown Wesleyan Argus.
Very strange coincidences will sometimes happen but it is not often that they are as complete
as the following clipping from the local columns
of the Polytechnic would indicate.
"Professor—You want to have these things at
your finger ends even if you don't have them in
your head.
Query—Did he really mean to encourage skinning?"
For the other half of the coincidence we refer
to page 141 of the February issue of THE TECHNIC. 'We trust that the Polytechnic will take note
of the same.

PROOF OF CONSTANCY.

said I loved her,and she asked
For proof upon my part;
I sent an X ray print, which showed
An arrow through my heal t.
—Trinity Tablet.
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